
“3 WAVES OF PROPHETS” 
this whole series connects both the Historical Urgency and also the Poetic Intelligence of the 17 OT prophets in such a way 

that it helps unlock: (1) God’s actual “Personality” of deep-character, top-priorities, and intimate-feelings (2) the proper 
balancing of one’s spirituality & society-ethics, and (3) “shapes-of-the-future” that God keeps building His People towards 

 

 

[study #1] Amos: God Uses an International Rollcall to Single-out Israel 
—   covering Amos chpts. 1-2 — 

 
ACTION #1. what 
do you think the 
map to the right 
is trying to 
describe? … talk it 
through, explain 
it in your group 

 
 

ACTION #2 (3 INTRODUCTORY THOUGHTS): The 17 Old Testament books known as The Prophets can be divided 
up into 3 DIFFERENT WAVES of them preaching when a major crisis was looming over God’s People. Knowing just 
a little bit about those timeframes helps us unlock the prophets’ message and how they all go together. Basically, 
Israel existed as a “divided nation” (Israel & Judah) and both halves eventually turned against God, which then 
made them turn against His wisdom, which then made them turn against common-sense itself… (can you see the 
chain reaction?) Turns out that Israel turned against all those things “faster” than Judah did, leading the way for 3 
huge crises to occur, for which God then sent waves of messengers to warn, correct, and restore them. 
 

• which of these sentence-facts about The Prophets (in 3 
colors above) is most new or interesting to you? 

• which reason do you think The Prophets are studied 
less than other bible books: the large number of them, 
their difficult poetry or their unfamiliar topics? 

• how do you think The Prophets are going to 
connect the topics of “God” & “survival”?  

• which of the 2 halves of All-Israel (“Israel” or 
“Judah”) do you think is going to eventually 
get more prophets sent to it… and why? 

 
 
ACTION #3. Let’s intro the book of Amos! Amos was a rancher of sheep in Judah when God called him to go up to 
Israel and preach against the cruel and flimsy society they had created. Knowing that Israel would not want to 
even hear any of the details of God scolding them, God first had Amos scold all of Israel’s enemies so that Israel 
would gleefully listen for “more.” Read Amos 1:3—2:5 and then discuss: 
 

• what style of writing do you notice in these verses, & how would you summarize the passage overall? 
• what do you think the “3-and-4” numbering is all about? (a strikeout+1... the final straw... or other idea?) 
• how do you imagine people’s expression “changed” as they heard this entire rollcall read aloud to them? 
• what specific things can you imagine Israel might have done to deserve God’s strong warnings? … guess! 

 
EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 
GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: Amos chpts. 2-9 
PENGUIN CHALLENGE …throughout this series read the kings-&-exile books (this week’s portion: 2 Samuel 1-6) 
 

 


